PHENOMENAL SCIENCE

Level Two

Offered by the Central Michigan Science, Mathematics, Technology Center

Have you completed PS Unit Introduction or Curriculum Rollout? Started implementing Phenomenal Science units? Looking for a way to continue to build your craftsmanship and work toward three dimensional science instruction? Then this is the professional learning for you!

In these sessions participants will:

- Share problems of practice and implementation tips
- Learn and grow from student work
- Dig deeply into planning the key instructional strategies of Phenomenal Science
- Build a supportive Phenomenal Science community

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

2018-19 SERIES DETAILS
August 16-17 & two school-year days TBD
8:30 am to 3:30 pm
CMU
Cost: $200
Lunch Provided

Find out more
(989) 615-4372
mcmah1ds@cmich.edu

CMU, an AA/EO institution, provides equal opportunity to all persons, including minorities, females, veterans and individuals with disabilities (see cmich.edu/ocrie). CEHS-SMTC-021417